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Abstract—The purpose of this study was to investigate the pedagogical basis of Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Systems (AEHS) that incorporate
Learning Styles concerning learning paradigms and learning theories through a
meticulous review of the relevant published work. We investigated twenty (20)
AEHS and analyze them comparatively to a variety of adaptivity determinants.
Two are the pivotal points that are crucial in exploration of pedagogical approaches of these systems: the locus of control and the provided learning material. We conclude that these systems are based mostly on the learning paradigm
of Cognitivism and Constructivism. In addition, we assume that the concept of
learning theory is not such a narrow term, given that networked world imposes
the concept of personal learning.
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1

Introduction

The relationship between learning theories and technologies can be concluded in
some points, as are highlighted by Lowyck [1]: development of education affects the
selection and use of learning theories and technologies; given the intricacy and variety
of conceptualization, the relationship between learning theories and technology is
asymmetric, as learning theories come before technology; learning theories and technologies are situated in a vague way; given the focal function of education to help learners
obtain declarative, procedural and conditional knowledge, learning theories and technologies are ''travel buddies'' by leading to various conceptions of information processing and knowledge acquisition that influence the utilization of technology; learning
theories and technologies are interconnected with information processing and
knowledge acquisition, educational technologies shifted learner support from program/instructor control to shared and learner control and learning theories and relative
conclusions represent an unclear combination of principles and applications.
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Instructional design theories offer prescriptive design principles that represent the
optimal way for supporting users to learn and develop cognitive, emotional and physical aspects [2]. Berlanga & García-Peñalvo [3] claim that instructional design theories are conceptualized from different points of view, namely traditional approaches
which are considered objectivist and prescriptive approaches and their focus is on
content and learning outcomes, constructivism approaches which facilitate learners to
construct knowledge through learning activities and ultimately, novel approaches
which aim at provision of models in order for solving problems in the description of
learning designs by including practices from experts.
As far as studies that examine learning theories are concerned, it is noteworthy that
[4] mention them, including systems from 1994 to 2003 and [5] discern five approaches to adaptive instruction and refer corresponding systems: macro-adaptive
instruction, aptitude–treatment interactions (ATI-based), micro-adaptive instruction,
including intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs), the adaptive/adaptable hypermedia/Web-based systems (AHS) and specific pedagogy-centered systems. Some researchers attempt to classify systems into categories that are belong to paradigms,
such as CSCL, ITS, CAI Paradigms, etc. ([5], [6], [1]). In our study, we utilize the
criterion of locus of control, full or partial learner, or program control as an significant indication of learning paradigm category and supplementary, the provided learning material inform as about the employed learning theories. We categorize AEHS by
learning paradigms, instructional design theories and learning theories, some of which
are explicitly referred by the authors and others are implied.

2

Significance of the study

Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Systems (AEHS) are a special type of WebBased Educational Systems that aim to personalize the content, its presentation and
navigation to the needs and preferences of the individual user. In order to achieve
customization of interaction, AEHS use mostly learner's domain knowledge, background and preferences as baseline [7]. Another source of information that is utilized
for adaptation are learning style preferences. De Oliveira & Fernandes [8] claim that
the instructional design theories or learning theories are not commonly source of
information for adaptation in AEHS. Therefore, they hypothesize that the use of instructional design or learning theories could be added as such. Besides the presentation and navigation adaptation, the instructional design theory that is more suited to
the learner’s learning style could be chosen [8]. Table 1 represents the variables that
are exploited for adaptation in AEHS incorporating learning styles and as can be seen
from the table below, instructional design theories or learning theories are not included among them.
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Table 1. Adaptivity determinants of AEHS incorporating Learning Styles
Encountered variables for adaptation/
Adaptivity Determinants

AEHS incorporating Learning Styles
from 1996 to 2013

Learning style

CS383, iWeaver, FEIJOO.NET, INSPIRE, LSAS, MOT,
TANGOW, WHURLE, MASPLANG, DEUS, PALS2, AHA!
(3.0), AEHS-LS, MATHEMA, AMDPC, LS-AEHS

Knowledge level/progress

Arthur, ILASH, INSPIRE, AES-CS, TANGOW,
MASPLANG, PALS2, AEHS-LS, MATHEMA

User (Web) experience

iWeaver, TANGOW, MATHEMA

Cognitive style

AES-CS, AMDPC

Learning goal

INSPIRE, MATHEMA

Navigational choice

iWeaver

Time spent

INSPIRE

Language

TANGOW

Instructional strategy

Arthur, TANGOW

Preference for feedback

MATHEMA

Groups of users

MATHEMA

Last login

INSPIRE

Preference for the kind of navigation

MATHEMA

Age

TANGOW

Favourite pages

INSPIRE

User actions

TANGOW

3

Big data on learning science

An interesting and noticeable statement is that of Anderson: ''Forget taxonomy, ontology, and psychology. Who knows why people do what they do? The point is they do
it, and we can track and measure it with unprecedented fidelity. With enough data, the
numbers speak for themselves'' [9:2]. Society cope with the challenge presented by
''big data'', ''datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software
tools to capture, store, manage and analyze'' [10:1]. The increase of big data in education reflects the ongoing development of online education [11]. Learning Analytics
(LA) utilize data that are gathered during the learner's eLearning experience -may
include ''big data''- and provide instructors and learners with ''actionable intelligence''
[12].
More specifically, Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging research area
that is related to Intelligent Tutoring (ITS) and Adaptive Educational Hypermedia
System (AEHS). These systems are an alternative to the ''just-put-it-on the-web approach'' by personalizing learning to the needs of each student [13]. Personalizing
education to each student is one of the greatest advantages of technology and big data
help instructors do it [14]. Towards this direction, user traits, including motivation,
satisfaction, learning styles, affective status, etc. and learning behavior are considered
automatically by data mining so that student models are constructed [13]. There is a
vague issue regarding the relationship among learning theories, knowledge, cognition
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and teaching and LA. Learning Analytics are considered pedagogically neutral but
can utilized in order to evaluate the effectiveness of pedagogical strategies. From this
perspective, LA are pedagogically oriented, as technologies that support educational
settings are not pedagogically neutral, but impact on the analytics process. Thus, LA
are implicitly pedagogical. At this point learning is translated into numbers. Learning
behavior, several pedagogical factors and learning theories affect data which inform
instructors and/or system in order for making appropriate instructional adjustments
and interventions, based on user's performance. Therefore, LA could have predictive
power over educational process and practice [12].

4

Shift in Learner Support: Shift in Learning Paradigm

Till the early nineties, adaptive instructional systems focused mainly on the acquisition of knowledge and skills and the detection of errors and misconceptions. Traditional hypermedia systems are nonadaptive, as they provided the same educational
material to all learners and have been described as ''user neutral'' because they do not
take the characteristics of each user into consideration [15]. Researchers take advantage of the technological features of Information and Communication Technologies for the design and development of such systems, without concentrating on pedagogical principles [16]. Therefore, some researchers began to criticize ITSs and other
computer-based systems for their restricted adaptability of teaching actions compared
to human teachers. Duchastel (1992) criticized them as a ''nonpedagogical technology'' (as cited in [5]). In contrast to the instructionist approach of these systems, Adaptive Hypermedia Systems are adapted specifically to each user. In the late nineties,
researchers began to employ more complex pedagogical approaches, such as metacognitive strategies, collaborative learning, contingent learning strategies, constructivist learning, and motivational competence in these systems [5]. This shift in more
complex pedagogical approaches reflects the transition from instructional programs
that follow program-based guidance to learning environments and subsequently,
brings a shift in the locus of control, from system to learner [17]. The adaptive systems aim at the optimization of the adaptation process, because they cannot be intelligent enough to suitably be adapted in all possible instances. Therefore, adaptive systems are expected to be controllable by the users and the amount of learner control
seems to be a pivotal variable in these systems [18]. According to [19], the locus of
control can be sorted into external (program control), internal (learner control) or
shared. We adopt this classification for AEHS systems, as we can see at the Table 2.
In addition to this, Table 3 shows the instructional decisions that can be taken by
learners.
As far as the instructional approaches are concerned, the shift in locus of control
affects them, including the transition from prescriptive to constructivist approaches.
Prescriptive approaches support learners with structured educational material and
guidance in order for acquiring knowledge, skills and attitudes, with the aim to advice, not directing them, whereas constructivist approaches view learners as responsible for their acquisition of knowledge, skills and attitudes and are provided with indi-
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vidualized support [4]. A central point in discussion about the relation between education and technology is how technology should support learners and/or groups in order
for reach the learning goals. Different levels of support depend on learning theories
and technological tools in learning environments, whereas open-ended learning environments offer learners nearly complete control over their learning. This reveals a
change in view of the learning through the provided kind of support [1].
It is important to note that there is an interplay between learning styles and learner
or program control. The Witkin's Cognitive Style Model is a representative instance
of it, as in terms of control features, FI (Field Independent) learners prefer to control
the system, while FD (Field Dependent) learners are more comfortable when they are
guided by it. Therefore, an adaptive system should provide FI learners with learner
control option and FD with program control option [20]. For instance, AES-CS offers
a learner control option for FI users and a program control option for FD ones. FI
users are provided with menu in order to choose the course in any order, while FD
users are not provided with menu but the system guides them via adaptive navigation
support [18]. Provided that learning theories and relative principles are dependent on
developments in technology, we refer a short overview of learning theories and related IT paradigms below.

X

External

X

X

AMDPC

MATHEMA
X

X
X

AEHS-LS

WELSA

DEUS

MASPLANG

X

X

TANGOW

X

X

LSAS

X

ILASH

AES-CS

Shared

INSPIRE

Internal

iWeaver

Arthur

Learner Control

CS383

Table 2. Learner support in AEHS incorporating Learning Styles

X

X
X

X

X

X

Selection of content

X

Choosing a learning path

X

Choosing hypermedia tools
Choosing media experiences

AMDPC

MATHEMA

X
X

X

X
X

Changing the knowledge level (content)

X

X

Changing the learning styles feature (presentation)

X

X

Deciding on the level of adaptation

X

Selection of learning goals

X

Selection of instructional strategies

X
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WELSA

TANGOW

AES-CS

INSPIRE

iWeaver

Instructional decisions

CS383

Table 3. Learners' Instructional Decisions over AEHS incorporating Learning Styles

X

X
X
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Choosing the learning objects
Deactivating the lesson generation process

X
X

Updating of learning style

X

Updating of navigation technique

X

Updating the presentation way of the feedback messages

X

Activation/deactivation of the curriculum sequencing technique

X

Activation/ deactivation of the navigation assistance

X

Choosing mate & negotiating with him/her

X

5

Overview of the impact of pedagogical approaches on IT
paradigms

Traditional CAI programs is the oldest paradigm in IT and their focal concern is
the instructional efficacy [6]. These programs provide learners with linear feedback
that was criticized because of their lacking individual support and fragmented perspective. New generation of programs called Intelligent Computer-Assisted Instruction (ICAI) attempt to solve this lack. Although these systems are behavioristic since
they exploit the status of student’s behavior in order to adapt instruction, they offer
maximal learning support through adaptive feedback (Urban-lurain, 1996 as cited in
[1]).
5.1

Cognitivist Paradigm and ITS (Intelligent Tutoring Systems)

This paradigm is founded on the supposition that education could be globally ameliorated by providing every student with a personal tutor and on the gold standard of
''one-on-one tutoring'' (Lepper, et. al, 1993 as cited in [6]). The focal point of early
cognitive learning theories is the problem-solving and information processing (Miller,
et. al., 1960 as cited in [1]). Information processing theory focus on the load that is
caused to a learner’s cognitive system by tasks [21] and triggers the development of
Cognitive Load Theory. For instance, cognitive-based learning use hypertext, hypermedia, and so forth [22]. From this viewpoint ITS is explicitly cognitive [1].
5.2

Constructivist Paradigm and Computer-Enhanced Learning
Environments

While Information Processing depicts a mechanistic and computational view of
learning and cognition, constructivist perspective represents learning as the creation
of meaning based on ''experience-in-context'' (Duffy et al., 1993 as cited in [1]). From
constructivist viewpoint, knowledge occurs as an active interplay between the learner
and the learning environment through learner's cognitive structures, its pivotal point is
the learning process and the issue of cognitive selforganization [23]. This paradigm
perceives the learning environment as tutee not as tutor and shifts the focus from what
is learned to how is learned [5]. The presumption here is that the learner obtains cog-
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nitive benefits through activities, beyond simply learning [6]. Constructivism as an
umbrella term includes many perspectives and approaches, such as situated cognition,
social negotiation and versions of open learning, such as discovery learning, problembased learning, inquiry learning, experiential learning and constructivist learning that
offer nearly unlimited control to learners [24].
5.3

Socio-Constructivist Paradigm and Contingent Teaching Systems

Some researchers have highlighted the significance of peer interaction for cognitive development and this viewpoint of learning as a social, collaborative and constructive process is represented by Social Constructivism (Doise & Mugny, 1984;
Ernest, 1995 as cited in [6]). Within this context, a well-known theory is Vygotsky’s
Sociocultural Theory that offers an active role to the learner (D. Wood & H. Wood,
1996 as cited in [5]). Vygotsky assumes a Zone of Proximal Development that represents the learner's potential capabilities, beyond the existing developmental level, by
working with a more skilled peer or teacher. The evaluation of learners’ previous
knowledge also, is important to implementing contingent teaching strategy to computer-based adaptive instruction [5]. A relative theory to this socially oriented constructivist perspective of learning is represented by Russian researchers Leont'ev,
Galperin and Rubenstein and its central characteristic is the role of activity in human
development, called Activity Theory. These two theories are exploited in human/computer interaction by Computer Science [25], [6]).
5.4

Motivational Paradigm

Some novel Adaptive Instructional Systems take student motivation into consideration by developing Motivation-based Adaptive Systems ([26], [5]).
5.5

Metacognitive Paradigm and Metacognition-Based Adaptive Systems

Metacognitive skill is learners' understanding of their own cognitive processes and
researchers argue that in addition to this, the control of it plays a key role in the learning [5]. However, metacognitive support in order for developing metacognitive thinking skills is lacking and consequently, Metacognition-Based Adaptive Systems are
nearly absent [27], [5]).
5.6

Collaborative Paradigm and CSCL (Computer-Supported Collaborative
Learning)

There is a growing interest on collaborative learning which is assumed that guides
to deeper learning, critical thinking and long term retention of the educational material by offering opportunities for developing social and communication skills ([28],
[29], [4]). Social constructivism, sociocultural theories and situated cognition offer
the background from which CSCL has emerged as a novel paradigm in instructional
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technology, namely the ''collaborative learning'' ([30], [6]). In these theories, learning
is viewed as ''a process of enculturation" [31:33]. This novel paradigm represents a
transition in point of reference and pose as the object of study the learning within
social and cultural context.
5.7

Educational data mining under the scope of Emerging Pedagogical
Approaches

The triumvirate of motivation, metacognition and self-regulated learning (SRL) is
an emerging pedagogical approach and challenge that provide researchers with important affordances to learning science and trigger them to inquire why and how
learners develop knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and interests. As far as educational data
mining is concerned, namely the field that engages with automated analysis of educational data, can play a major role on research about motivation, metacognition and
self-regulated learning because of analyzing student trajectories [32].

6

AEHS incorporating learning styles: pedagogical approaches

6.1

Issue of Learning Paradigms

From the aforementioned analysis, it is easy to see that the locus of control –
whether assigned to the learner, shared between them or assigned to the system– is a
crucial point, as reveals the role of the learner -active or passive- and consequently,
the level of adaptation:
• If the locus of control lies with the user, then the user takes instructional decisions
and this means that the system follows the constructivist viewpoint in learning.
• If the user participates in groups in order to accomplish activities, discusses or
communicates with peers, then the system follows the socioconstructivist/collaborative viewpoint in learning.
• If the users assess their own learning process, then the system adopts metacognitive orientation and if the system takes motivation into consideration as adaptive
variable in adaptation process, then it follows the motivational paradigm. Table 4
presents the Learning Paradigms that are followed by the AEHS systems. It is
noteworthy to say that in some systems, such as MOT, TANGOW, WHURLE and
AHA! (3.0), authors do not refer explicitly that follow the Cognitivist Paradigm but
we imply it as, according to [22], cognitive-based learning uses hypermedia.
6.2

Issue of learning theories

It is noteworthy to say that there is an ambiguity between the terms ''learning theory'' and ''instructional design theory''. Tennyson claims that ''instructional theories
offer direct transitions between learning theory, instructional theory, and instructional design process and methodology'' [33:8]. We perceive the term ''learning theory'' as
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Table 4. Learning Paradigms that are followed by the AEHS incorporating Learning Styles
Learning Paradigm

AEHS

Behaviorist

CS383, Arthur, iWeaver, ILASH, MASPLANG, PALS2, AEHS-LS

Cognitivist

CS383, Arthur, iWeaver, ILASH, FEIJOO.NET, INSPIRE, AES-CS, LSAS,
MOT, TANGOW, WHURLE, MASPLANG, DEUS, PALS2, AHA! (3.0),
WELSA, AEHS-LS, MATHEMA, AMDPC, LS-AEHS

Constructivist

CS383, iWeaver, INSPIRE, LSAS, MASPLANG, PALS2, WELSA,
MATHEMA,
LS-AEHS

Socio-Constructivist CS383, INSPIRE, MASPLANG, WELSA, MATHEMA
Motivational

MASPLANG, WELSA

Metacognitive

INSPIRE, MATHEMA

Collaborative

CS383, INSPIRE, MASPLANG, WELSA, MATHEMA

the theory that reflects the way people learn, while ''instructional design theory'' as the
theory that apply learning theory. Sometimes, the two terms are referred interchangeably, but we attempt to discriminate them in our study in accord with learning paradigms that reflect their pedagogical orientation. For the categorization of these theories into learning paradigms, we based on several studies ([34], [28], [35]). We can
observe from the Table 4 that the most AEHS are based on the learning paradigm of
Cognitivism.
After 2005, authors combined intelligent tutoring and adaptive hypermedia technologies. One explanation why most systems based on Cognitivism is because there
are many instructional design theories that offer principles in order for avoiding the
cognitive overload of learner with information that is not well structure and/or unnecessary at hypermedia courseware and consequently, making the processing of information more difficult [34]. Such theories are Sweller's Cognitive Load Theory, Mayer's Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning, Paivio's Dual Coding Theory for multimedia learning. For example, Wolf [36] for the design of multimedia at iWeaver, he
employs Paivio's Dual Coding Theory, Sweller's Cognitive Load Theory and Mayer's
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning in order to offer a combination of words
and pictures, locating words near the corresponding pictures and uses animation and
narrated text. Furthermore, AEH systems which are authored after 2007 implement
not only Cognitivism, but also Constructivism. This means that authors are interested
in both presentation of information and approach of learning as an active and constructive process, by providing appropriate content and corresponding instructional
strategies. Apart from the reported learning theories by authors, we attempt to investigate the learning theories that are implied by the provided educational material and
the corresponding adaptation rules that reflect the instructional methods (Table 5).
We analyze the systems whose description allows us to infer the learning and instructional design theories that are based on. We do not refer learning theories about
the adaptive hypermedia TANGOW, AHA! 3.0 and MOT because they are generalpurpose systems and therefore educational materials are developed by authors. We
attempt to ''extract'' learning theories that are embodied in educational material, such
as Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences, Gagne's Conditions of Learning Theo-
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ry, Meaningful Verbal Learning Theory, etc. More specifically, INSPIRE, CS383,
AMDPC, LS-AEHS MASPLANG and MATHEMA follow similar lesson structure,
namely, presentation of theory, example and practice but the order of them can be
changed according to learning styles, as we can see especially at INSPIRE,
MATHEMA and LS-AEHS. Therefore, we can assume that these systems are supported by the Tennyson & Rasch's Linking Theory who propose instructional prescriptions (expository, practice, problem-oriented, etc.) in accordance with learners'
needs. The remaining systems also apply this theory, but the instructional prescriptions are not as evident as in the above systems [33]. Another theory that is obviously
followed by the systems, is Gagne's Conditions of Learning Theory. Gagne (1984)
propose five categories of learning (a) intellectual skills (procedural knowledge), (b)
verbal information (declarative knowledge), (c) cognitive strategies (executive control
processes), (d) motor skills, and (e) attitudes. Some of them are applied by the systems, such as CS383, MASPLANG, iWeaver, AMDPC, AEHS-LS, LSAS, WELSA
(b), iWeaver (d). It is remarkable that the second category coincides with the linguistic intelligence of Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences [37].
Table 5. Learning Paradigms, Instructional Design Theories and Learning Theories of AEHS
incorporating Learning Styles

COGNITIVISM

BEHAVIORISM

Learning
Paradigm

102

Learning Theory

AEHS

Bloom's Theory PALS2
of School Learning

Instructional Design
Theory

AEHS

Tolman's Purposive Behaviorism

iWeaver, CS383,
MASPLANG,
AEHS-LS

Bloom’s Taxonomy of
Learning

ILASH, CS383

Bloom's Mastery Learning Arthur
Sweller's Cognitive Load
Theory

AMDPC, iWeaver

Gardner’s Theory of
Multiple Intelligences

AMDPC, iWeaver,
MASPLANG,
AEHS-LS, WELSA, CS383

Gagne's Conditions of
Learning Theory

AMDPC, iWeaver, LSAS,
MASPLANG, AEHS-LS,
WELSA, CS383

Mayer's Cognitive Theory AMDPC, iWeaver
of Multimedia Learning
Tennyson & Rasch's
Linking Theory

AMDPC,
AES-CS, iWeaver, LSAS,
INSPIRE, MASPLANG,
ILASH,
LS-AEHS,
AEHS-LS, WELSA, CS383,
MATHEMA

Jonassen & Grabowski

AES-CS

Miller's Information
Processing Theory

AES-CS, LSAS, ILASH
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Paivio's Dual Coding
Theory

iWeaver, DEUS

Pask's Conversation
Theory

LSAS

Reigeluth & Stein's Elabo- INSPIRE
ration Theory

SOCIOCONNSTRUCTIV
ISM

CONSTRUCTIVISM

Gagné's Cognitive Theory INSPIRE
Knowles's Andra- iWeaver
gogy

Spiro et al.'s Cognitive
Flexibility Theory

iWeaver

Adult Learing
Theory

INSPIRE

Ausubel's Meaningful
Verbal Learning Theory

IWeaver, CS383 MASPLANG

Kolb's Experiential Learning
Theory

MATHEM Merrill's Component
A
Display Theory

INSPIRE

Bruner's Discovery Learning
Theory

INSPIRE,
CS383

Lave's Situated Learning

INSPIRE, MATHEMA

Rogers' Experiential
Learning

INSPIRE, MATHEMA

Collaborative
learning

INSPIRE
MATHEM
A CS383
WELSA
MASPLA
NG

Therefore, systems that include verbal/auditory learning preference apply this theory, such as CS383, MASPLANG, WELSA, iWeaver, AMDPC, AEHS-LS through
games, animations, movies, audiovisual materials, etc. Moreover, another instructional theory that we meet is Ausubel's Meaningful Verbal Learning Theory [38]. Systems, such as iWeaver, CS383 and LSAS provide users with advance organizers and
overviews that conclude main concepts. Lave's Situated Learning [31] is applied in
technology-based learning activities, focus on problem-solving activities and requires
social interaction and collaboration. So, we assume that INSPIRE and MATHEMA
apply Situated Learning, as they offer problem-solving activities in the context of
collaboration. In addition to this, MATHEMA, INSPIRE, WELSA and CS383 offer
discussion/work in teams and group activities. As a consequence, Collaborative
Learning is applied by them, that is stressed by Vygotsky in the context of ''Zone of
Proximal Development'' (ZPD), namely the gap between what learners could achieve
on their own and what they could achieve in cooperation with others [39]. Furthermore, Bruner's Discovery Learning Theory is applied by MATHEMA and INSPIRE,
as they support real-life problems, guided by discovery and exploration. Miller's Information Processing Theory [40] is applied by AES-CS, ILASH and LSAS, as they
provide users with information in chunks for processing and Tolman's Purposive
Behaviorism applied by CS383, MASPLANG, AEHS-LS, iWeaver, as they offer
cognitive maps. Finally, INSPIRE and MATHEMA offer self-assessment exercises,
applying Rogers' Experiential Learning [41].
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7

Learning theory or learner's theory?

The instructional design or learning theory is used in association with user's profile
that includes domain knowledge, background, preferences and learning styles as
source for adaptation in AEHS. However, a troublesome issue is that Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Systems do not implement learning theories explicitly. It is remarkable that AEHS focus on satisfaction of user's needs instead. Considering that
the aim of these systems is personalization, several aspects of them should be customized to users' traits and needs.
Therefore, personalization guarantees, in a sense, the implementation of personalized learning theory or better a ''learner's theory''. From this educational perspective,
the learner is not only the locus of control, but also the locus of adaptation and thus,
her/his traits are source of adaptation and personalization. AEHS may apply a distinctive implementation of individualized learning theory, a ''learner's theory'' which is a
unique instructional situation based on each user's profile. The concept of learning
theory is dependent on user's profile and needs, by broadening it and extending from
learning to learner's learning.
In addition to this, several studies have demonstrated that Behaviorism, Cognitivism, and Constructivism were developed in a time when learning was not influenced by technology. Despite the fact that learning occurs both inside and outside the
person in the networked world, these theories adopt the principality of the individual
in learning. The process of learning is the focus of learning theories, not the value of
what is learned, while the manner of acquisition of information is worthy in the networked world. Therefore, learning is a process that occurs not totally under the learner's control, but resides also outside the person, namely in nonhuman appliances. This
means that learning connects information and these connections enable individuals to
learn. In terms of knowledge economy, the competence to see and form connections,
construct information patterns and utilize the information flow is a key skill, as impact on our personal learning. What is more, the capability to distinct useful from
useless information is a crucial task and consequently, decision-making is a learning
process. The criticism of usefulness of learning something or not is a meta-skill. According to abovementioned, a new learning theory comes out named Connectivism in
the networked world. The Connectivism starts from the individual and integrates
principles of chaos, network, complexity and self-organization theories. Personal
knowledge can be considered as a loop around the network, the individual, the network and then, learning is provided to individual. Connectivism highlights the amplification of learning through the extension of a personal network [42].

8

Conclusion

Big Data, new Learning Analytics and ensemble approaches signal a new era of
educational systems and especially those that offer adaptivity with respect to the
learning style they offer. However, and despite a well-established corpus of literature
in the areas of learning theories, we also see that an argument that appeared some
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years ago and which at that point was rather provocative, it is now rather well timed:
Anderson [9] introduced the idea of ''the end of theory'' where the over-supply of data
''makes the scientific method obsolete''; in his article Anderson also mentions in the
opening the well-known aphorism of [43] namely that ''all models are wrong, but
some are useful''. From this viewpoint, instructors should develop a data-driven culture of using data that inform decision-making in educational practice [44].
The main aim of this work is to provide an overview of the pedagogical approaches
employed to address the field of AEHS systems that incorporate learning styles. This
refers mainly to learning paradigms, learning theories and instructional design theories employed or used to ground or support the implementation of a particular AEHS
system. We conclude that Cognitivism and Constructivism are the most commonly
used learning paradigms. Although the interplay between learning theories and technologies has been highlighted and the learning theories could be exploited as adaptive
variable in such adaptive learning environments, we determine that none of the
aforementioned systems employ them as adaptivity determinant. In addition to this,
we underline the relationship among learner or program control, learning theories and
learning styles and consequently, their impact on the employed technologies. Future
work could explore the possibility to utilize learning theories as determining adaptation factor in the design of such systems. Apart from this, it is interesting to explore
the pedagogical basis from a technological viewpoint, such as through the employed
adaptive technologies and attempt to design adaptive educational systems in order for
offering the administration of reusable learning objects to learners. Ultimately, regarding ''big data'', study about the factors that affect learners make choices over their
learning experience could enrich learning theories and further, function as key indicators or predictors over the users' performance and their learning behavior [45].
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